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Introduction
It is the purpose of this essay to study the
development of' the character of Prince Myshkin, hero ef
The Idiot
,
and, in order to accomplish this aim, to analyze
Dostoevsky’s religio-philosophic dialectic, as it appears
in his novels, in conjunction with the degree of positive
expression found in this particular novel-drama.
To do this it will be helpful to determine the
major influences in Dostoevsky’s life and their bearing on
the trend of his religious thinking, as well as to study the
expression he gives to these ideas in his works and to make
some attempt at evaluating his philosophy.
.
Chapter I
The Formative Influences of Dostoevsky's Life
'The one thing is--love thy neighbor as thyself'--
that is the one thing. That is all, nothing else is needeu.
You v;ill instantly find how to live."l Here, in these few
lines taken from his J ournal we have the central theme of all
Dostoevsky's ritings. It is this spirit of compas siona’ce
love which permeates his entire creation. This intense in-
sight it was which led him to probe the soul of his fellow-
man. He searched deep into the heart of the sinner not that
he might point the accusing finger, but that therein he might
find the image of Cod. Perhaps it was as a result of his
katorga experience, as a result of his years of existence in
a state hovering between non-living life and unouried death
that he came so clearly to penetrate the divine essence of
man's nature. Speaking of his fellows in this enforced con-
finement, he says: ''Sometimes one would know a man for
years in prison and. despise him and tnink that he was not a
human bein^ but a brute. And suddenly a moment will come
by chance when his soul will suddenly reveal itself in an
involuntary outburst, and you see in it such wealth, such
feeling, such heart, such a vivid understanding ol its own
suffering, and of the suffering of others that your eyes
are opened and for the first moment you can't oelieve what
1 Dostoevsxy, Fyocior: The Dream of a Queer Fellow
,
p
. 3 Cl
.

you have seen ana heard yourself. "2 He was always the fellow-
sinner, the fellow-sufferer, and, bearing the sorrov equally,
he too sought light through repentance. That was his great
insight. V/hen Father Zossima says: ''All things are atoned
for, all things are saved hy love. If I, a sinner, even as
you a>"e, am tender with you and have pity on you, how much
more will G-od. Love is such a priceless treasure that you
can redeem the whole world by it and expiate not only your
own sins but the sins of others , "3 it is Dostoevsky himself
who speaks to us.
Such a "priceless treasure" of love is not the gift
of every man; it is in the terrible and tragic events of
Fyodor Dostoevsky’s life that we must seek for an understand-
ing of this highly sensitized spirit. His very beginnings
were among circumstances which, while they argued ill for
personal happiness, seem at the same time most aptly suited
to the man who was to become the "poet of the pathological
underworld . "A- . He 'was born amid conditions of sordidness and
filth in a hospital for the Moscow poor. Lest this circum-
stance should bring misleading inferences regarding the Dos-
toevsky family background, let me hasten to add that here we
find merely a trick of fate. In actuality the family be-
longed to the lower strata of the Russian upper class and,
while not wealthy, were comfortably situated. The unsavory
2 Dostoevsky, Fyodor: The House of the Dead
,
p. 24D.
3 Dostoevsky, Fyodor: The Brothers Karamazov , p. 53.
4 Lavrin, Janko: Dostoevsky and .-is Cre a tion--.^
.psycno-b rl tidal SLQfl.y'
, p. 5»

location is explained by the fact that the father was at
that time serving as a physician in this hospital. At this
point another rather interesting factor enters the picture,
one v/hich played a determining part in the boy's development.
Meier-G-raefe states quite definitely that "epilepsy v/as laid
in his cradle by a dypsomaniac father." 3 Other biographers,
by-passing this point, however, stress rather the stern re-
ligious atmosphere of the home during Dostoevsky’s boyhood.
May we then accept both of these somewhat contradictory
features a3 true?
A picture of a home life militarily strict in its
discipline comes to mind as we think of Dostoevsky's ooy-
hood. We see the father coldly and efficiently supervising
the lessons of his children in an atmosphere of impersonal-
ity. Of the nature of this early life and of its effects
upon his later years Soloviev says Dostoevsky was an "im-
pressionable, prematurely disheartened, and ailing lad--.
F'^ora earliest childhood, therefore, Dostoevsky fell into the
way of shrinking from life; from earliest childhood there
appeared in him that diffident, suspicious attitude towards
himself and others which ended oy wrecking his life." 0
How truly did the man himself live in his creation!
5 Meier-G-raef e , Julius , Dostoevsky , The Man and His ,.or*
p. 31.
6 Soloviev, Eugenii: Dostoevsky--His Life and Liter-
ary Activity
,
p. 53.
.
It is to the brief summer holidays in the Tula
that we must look for the moments of greatest happiness.
Here, living close to the Russian earth which he loved as a
living soul, Dostoevsky came to know the heart of tie Rus-
sian peasant. In the unlearned, ofte brutal, 3 irit of the
peasant he found the intense compassion of the Russian
people, which he has interpreted as a great leaning toward
a messianic destiny. In later years in tne pages of' his
Journal Dostoevsky tells us of an incident of this period
which remained vividly impressed upon his memory even dur-
ing his days of Siberian im risonment. As a child he had
frequently been subject to hallucinations
,
and it was just
such an experience which led to the following incident. He
had been wandering along in the fields near a ravine by
the edge of the woods. Beyond the bushes in which he stopped
to rest a muzHek was trudging along the field; suddenly
through the clear air there came to the boy’s ears, and to
his ears alone, a piercing shriek of "Wolf." Clutched by
unspeakable terror, and almost failing in the attempt, the
boy ran to the muzti £k and, clasping his long vhite olouse,
repeated the cry-- "whereupon with an uneasy smile, and a
shake of his head which clearly bespoke concern and anxiety
on my account, he looked at me and said: ’Go along, you,
for being frightened! There, there, little one! Come,
come!’ And he put out his hand, and stroked my cheek.
’Have done, have done! ’he repeated, ’and may Christ have
,'
.
: |
you in His charge! ’ " But still the terrorized, child trem-
bled, "and this seemed to make an impression upon him, for
once again he extended a massive, blacx-nailed, earth-en-
crusted finger, and gently, very gently, touched my quivering
lips. And as he did so he smiled, a sort of lingering,
motherly smile." ; Here in the compassion of the peasant was.
for Dostoevsky, the essence of the Russian soul. These
moments he carried with him throughout life.
In 1337 Dostoevsky went off to Petrograd, the city
of the "white nights," to study at the College of Engineering.
Here a barrier sprung up between the boy and his proposed
comrades who were both wealthier than he and less mentally
developed than he. Soon Dostoevsky found himself' alone, tne
dreamer of the White Nights . The great vistas of' literature
opened out before him and, like his fellows of the mountain
peak, he read voluminously, swaying with the vast tide of
the inflowing currents. Petrograd, the dull, official city,
was no more. Beneath the steely surface he now saw the
mystical, interesting, unique, pathologic life within. He
read much: of the French and G-erman classics; of the photo-
graphic realism of Balzac, which later led to his own
"Russian realism," perhaps most strongly impressed upon us
in certain scenes of Crime and Punishment ; of the romantic
sentimentalism of Schiller, revealed in such early works as
Poor Folk and The Insulted and Injured . Perhaps the most
7 Soloviev, op cit . , p . 45
.
.
important literary influence at this time, however, was the
work of George Sand. She was at this time turning from her
early spirit of romanticism to an adsorbing interest in
socialism which was ith her finding expression in Christian
humanism. She "based her convictions, her hope's, and her
ideals upon the moral sense of man--upon his spiritual hunger,
upon his yearning for perfection and purity- -rather than
upon any theory of ant-like compulsion. In other words, she
cherished an unconditional belief m the human personality,
to the point of its being immortal, and ever upheld and
diffused her theory of personal freedom."^ It is just this
emphasis u >on personal freedom and this rejection of all
Socialist Utopias, because they a^e all inextrica inter-
twined with the fallacy of ant- like compulsion, which we see
repeated again and again throughout the work of Dostoevsky.
Following his term at college, he went into the
government. It was at this time that Dostoevsky, writing
an almost completely Schilleresque novel, first attracted the
attention of the Petersburg literary ci ‘cle and, in particu-
lar, the notice of the famed critic, Bielinsky, who praised
him highly. The novel was Poor Folk
,
a story in the form of
letters, telling of the love of a poor orphan-girl and a shy,
half-starved Petersburg clerk. Here for the first time was
Dostoevsky's handling of his all-absorbing subject; his
characters were drawn from among the insulted and injured.
3 Soloviev, op. cit
.
,
p. 56.

The rapid success gained by this novel, added to his in-
stantaneous popularity and the rich praise of the critics,
all combined to turn his head. The joys of authorship and
fame were not to last long, however, for the second long
story, The Double
,
was a failure. The only comment of the
critic Bielinsky, one which, by the way, v ould seem to high-
light his lack of discernment, was "pathological nonsense."
Yet here we find the beginnings of Dostoevsky's great ana-
lytical powers, of his interest in the inner workings of the
mind, of his study of the psychology of the abnormal. Later
critics, recognizing its worth, have dealt more kindly with
this tale of the minor Petersburg clerk of meek manners and
self-assertive aspirations who suddenly saw his self-
willed dreams of domination take outward form in another
identity. Speaking of the schizophrenic of The Double
,
Meier-Graefe says: "... only a fantastic second sight
10
could discover the unity underlying the demoniac man."
Even in his dreams Mr. G-olyadkin Senior, the ori-
ginal, cqkm&s about with him this twin image of hirasel_; al-
ways there is present the brutal desire of one to triumph
over the other, to prove himself the one and only. Mr.
G-olyadkin, senior, has been dreaming, peacefully, happily.
He is in society; he has attained to all the social graces
which in life he lacks. He is acclaimed; he is smiled upon;
10 Meier-G-raef e, Julius: Dostoevsky-The Man and His
i/ork, p. 43.
.
he is noted as a wit, as a gentleman. Suddenly there ap-
pears the other Mr. Golyadkin, the imposter. All is re-
versed; the world turns black and foul in a moment. "By
his very appearance on the scene, Mr. Golyadkin, junior,
destroyed the whole triumph and lory of' Mr. Golyadkin
senior, eclipsed Mr. Golyadkin senior; trampled him in the
mud, and, at last, proved clearly that Golyadkin senior--
that is, the genuine one--was not the genuine one at all but
the sham, and that he, Goyadkin junior, was the real one;
that, in fact, Mr. Golyadkin senior was not at all what he
appeared to oe but somethin^ very disgraceful, and that con-
sequently he had no right to mix in the society of honorable
and well-hred people."^ 1
So we have the double man. But suddenly Dos-
toevsky’s career as a novelist was ended, or rather he him-
self entered upon those experiences of his life which were to
lead to his greatest fulfillment as a novelist. The exact
extent of Dostoevsky’s socialistic affiliations and activi-
ties still seems to be a matter of doubt. If we accept Mrs.
Garnett's view, it was merely a poor Benighted spectator at
a revolutionist meeting who was picked up oy the Czarist
12police. On the other hand, Professor Purinton quotes S. J.
Simmons to the effect that, although Dostoevsky had been
brought up most strictly in the Russian Orthodox Church, by
11 Dostoevsky, Fyodor: The Double
,
p. 23 .
Idiot.
12 Garnett, Constance: Introduction to Dostoevsky; id:

the time he had attained early manhood, he, like many other
young men of his age, had lost his childhood faith and had
accepted a completely atheistic and materialistic philosophy
On the eve of his banishment he is believed to have oeen a
member of the Durov Circle, the inner seven of the petrashev-
s ;:y Group, of which Speshnev, the leader, later served as the
prototype of Stravroguin in The possessed . It was Petrasnev-
sk^ who summed up the materialistic views of the group when
he stated that "Christ was a well-known demagogue who had
ended his career somewhat unsuccessfully."'1'' Considering
these latter factors, we may view the years in the katorga
as a rebirth experience of manifold value. Meier-Graefe
tells us that "without the dead house there would have oeen
no Dostoevsky. 1 In his letters to his orother, Dostoevsky
plainly shows that he himself clearly realized this, for he
writes begging his brother not, to worry, telling him of his
spiritual happiness, ana trying to impress upon him his sin-
cere thankfulness to the Czar for this term of servitude.
The original verdict of the court had been death
for the socialist offenders; but an interesting instance of
Russian Justice may be observed in this connection. On the
morning of the proposed execution the six men were taken out
to the prison courtyard, blindfolded, and sent before the
13 Religion in Life , Winter 1946-47, Purinton, Carl:
The Christ Image in the Novels of Dostoevsky
,
p. 43.
14 Meier-G-raef e, Julius: Dos toevsxy-- The Man ana His
Work, p. 42.

firing squad. They v.ere to oe shot in groups of three; Dos-
toevsky was scheduled to stand up in the second group. The
men parted from each other. The first three took their
places. The muskets were raised. No report sounded. In-
stead a message arrived from the Czar. The sentence was
transmitted. Siberia replaced death. The incident had been
so planned. One of the men went mad on the instant; yet
Dostoevsky says that he himself was not greatly affected oy
this happening, out he oelies this comment Dy his passionate
outcry, 'No, you can’t treat a man like that I in refer-
ring to the horror of this experience years later in the
pages of The Idiot .
There followed then seven years in ;oiDeria--both
in penal servitude and, later, in the Russian battalion
stationed in Siberia, before this political prisoner was
allowed to return. The only readin_ matter hich Dostoevsxy
had during all this time was a small copy of the New Testa-
ment given to him by the wife of a Decembrist plotter. That
was all that was permitted. If we view this fact in the
light of his supposed previous falling away from Greek
Orthodoxy and of his later religious dialectic, it assumes
almost prime importance in the development of his religio-
philosophic views . Of the first four years--those passed
at hard labor in company with the convic ts--Dostoevsky has
left us one of the greatest autobiographical records of lit-
lp Dostoevsky, Fyodor: The Idiot, p. 21.
..
erature in his house of he Dead., Here, he came to loox
upon all men, sinners and sufferers alike, objectively;
here, he recognized the impossibility of pinning the laoels
"good" and 11 evil" upon the characters of men. Nov. here had
he, or could he have, viewed the proximity of such outwardly
diametrically opposed characteristics in so rich and varied
an array as here in Siberia. Thus, while he found constant
evidences of outrageous treatment of their fellows, he also
found that no prisoners sought to outrage God. Neither were
there any atheists. Man, battling for his prenrial freedom,
the age-long inheritance, was aided in the struggle by his
basic religious instincts. However, social division still
existed. The peasant prisoners, who formed the vast oulk
of the penal colony, hesitated to accept the convict of
noble blood. He was an outsider and he was regarded with
suspicion; class barriers persisted. 7/hile it is true that
this condition made Dostoevsky's life more difficult and
v/hile he does refer to it in his writing, it was not this
fact which he found most trying. Castin aside sucn con-
siderations as the loss of personal freedom and the forced
labor, he said: "there is another torture in prison life al-
most more terrible than any other--that is compulsory life
in common." 1 ^ Never, never for a moment in four years was
the prisoner alone.
Despite these enforced difficulties or this new
16 Dostoevsky, Fyodor: The House of the Dead, p. 23.
*.
-
.
mode of life and despite the frequently repulsive orute na-
ture of many of his fellows, Dostoevsky’s intuitive sympath-
ies were strong enough and sensitive enough to discover and
love the common humanity of his fellows. He was able to
comprehend the vast breadth of man's nature, to understand
that man with "the ideal of Sodom in his heart might still
r>ftain the vision of the Madonna." He was not lost in
amoral fallacies, but he saw that in nature we find only
mixtures. This knowledge he later applied to his creation.
The same action may oe the deed of many men of apparently
vastly differing natures. Thus, "Ivan or Dmitri might
murder just as well as Smerdyakov.
"
Throughout his House of the Dead we find this con-
stant mingling of the hideously brutal and repulsive with the
most childishly naive and charming. Our minds are at once
swayed by sympathy with the delightful and repelled oy horror
of the ugly. Thus, he tells of "stories of the most terriole,
the most unnatural actions, of the most monstrous murders
IQ
told with the most spontaneous, childishly merry laughter."
Yet these incidents are not told to reveal the callous nature
of these men. To Dostoevsky this was not the most striking
feature. He records these moments to bring before his read-
er's mind in all the garrish emphasis of its disharmonious
colors the intense duality of m'.n's nature.
17 Meier-Graef e, Julius: Dostoevsky -The Man and His
V ork
,
p.
13 Dostoevsky
,
Fyodor: The House of the Dead
,
p. 13 .
..
.
It was after his release from penal servitude, but
while he was yet forced to remain in Siberia that Dostoevsky
contracted his unfortunate first marriage with Madame
Issayev. The importance of this short-lived relationship
with the former wife of a Siberian officer is not to De
greatly stressed. The native characters of ooth were incom-
patible from the first. It is significant only in the further
light which it throws upon Dostoevsky’s character Doth with
regal’d to the sympathy shown to his emotionally immature
wife, although he was by nature passionate and jealous, and
with regard to the extreme tenderness later shown to the
stepson who remained with him. This love story is noteworthy
chiefly for the material it supplied for his creative writing;
Dostoevsky finally step ping from the scene in favor of a
rival as did the hero of his hi te Mights .
Before leaving the Sioerian period of the novelist's
life, there is one other factor of paramount importance which
must oe noted. It was during the penal servitude that the
evidence of the "Sacred disease," epilepsy, oegan to oe
visible. Whether this was the beginning or whether it was
merely the aggravation of an inborn tendency is of no value
for discussion here. It is epilepsy which casts its influ-
ence over all of his later work. In his minute study of the
effects of this disease on the mind of man Dospoevsky ex-
celled. Again and again he drew his creation from the
depths of his frenzied visions. In many of his novels the
.
14 .
typical epileptic appears; it is Nellie in Tne Insulted and
Injured
,
Prince I yshkin in The Idiot
,
KirilloH in Tne Pos-
sessed
,
and Smerdyakov in The Brothers Karamaoov . He was
interested in the mystical not the clinical side of the
disease. For him the brief moments of extreme lucidity
before the fits were "flashes of a profoundest ecstasy and
intuitive insight into a higher truth. In his own mind
as well as in the consciousness of his characters there was
always the tense, unanswered question: Have these flashes
of "higher harmony" an objective value or are they merely
subjective self-delusions?
probably the final important influence in his life
necessary to an understanding of his writings, is the self-
enforced exile i tussia. Following the deaths of his wife
and his brother and the bankruptcy of the journal, Epocha
,
Dostoevsky found it necessary to go abroad. This first trip
was fairly brief, however, and is worthy of comment chiefly
in that it was at this time that his gamoling mania developed,
thus bringing him a kno ledge of this manner of life which
stood him in good stead when he wrote The G-ampler . The later
trip to Western Europe, a four-year long vagabondage, under-
taken with his second wife, Anna 3-rigoresna, is of far
greater importance in its influence upon his thinking. A
true Russian, deeply imbued with a fierce love for his native
19 Lavrin, Janke: Dost oevsky and Hi s Creation: A
P3v cho - Cri tical Study
,
p . 16
.

soil, Dostoevsky, although not so narrowly nationalistic
as to be a Slavophil ( there is some dispute on this point
among various critics)^ could see in '.Vestern Europe only a
"dearly beloved graveyard." His intense longing for Russia,
his sorrov; at the death of his infant daughter, Sonia, his
increased nervous condition caused by the constant recur-
rence of terrible attacks of epilepsy, ana his strong aver-
sion to the self-complacent bourgeois spirit which he found
manifest everywhere about him; all converged to make this a
period of growing inner doubts and torments.
These were the mental conflicts which led to the
writing of his greatest and most positive works: The Idiot
(1863, ’69) and The Broth mazov (1379, ' 30 ) . "The
problem of Europe and Russia gradually extended itself in
Dostoevsky's mind till it embraced those profound ethical,
social, and religious aspects with which his works now be-
come permeated." J In the 3-rand Inquisitor's self-knowledge
of his own basically false position, in the faith and hope
of the boy, Alyosha, and in the dyin
r
ords of the Elder
Zossima, we have the final teachings of the mature Dostoevsky.
As in the days of the Dream of a Queer Fellow
,
his vision
was still one of love. In the chapters of The Russian Monk^ 1
he has written v;hat he considered his great hosanna of faith.
It is a fervent, joyful hymn of religious ecstasy and devo-
tion:
20 Lavrin, op . ci t
.
,
p. 24.
21 Dostoevsky. Fyodor; Ttv ro cher k-iramaoov, Book tl

'Love all aod's creation, the whole and every
grain of sand in it. Love every leaf, every ray of
G-od ’ ° light. Love the animals, love the plants, love
everything. If you love everything you will perceive
the divine mystery in things. Once you perceive it,
you will begin to comprehend it better everyday and
you will come at las^to love the whole world ith an
all-embracing love."--
22 Dostoevsky, Fyodor: The Brother ifarair.azov
,
p.383.
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Chapter II
The Expression of Dostoevsky’s Mature Philosophy
The Russian Monk
If we take this view that compassionating love is
central to Dostoevsky’s concept of world harmony, we are
faced with the need for reconciling this thesis with his re-
jection of the apparently sincere love for humanity expressed
by such men as Versilov 1 and Ivan Karamazov. This is more
easily explained, however, in the light of the other essential
elements of Dostoevsky's philosophy. His vie of man wrs.s
based upon a consideration of man in his relation to God.
This concept involved the idea of man as an immortal being
possessing absolute, not relative, value. bo, in this light,
the place of suffering and of injustice in the universe be-
comes no longer so impossible of justification as it appears
to Ivan. Man, the immortal and rational oeing, is placed
under the burden of freedom as a necessary attrioute of his
spiritual dignity and the obvious result of this is choice
of evil as well as choice of good. From this terrible bur-
den Dostoevsky would not seek to free him, for Dostoevsky's
love for humanity is so bound up with respect for the value
of personality that in any attempt to relieve man of his
freedom, he sees merely the reduction of man to a lower level
On this ground he based his intense and biased hatred of
1 Dostoevsky, Fyodor: A Raw Youth .

both Catholicism and socialism, oeein in each the element
of authori tarianism, he repudiated each completely.
That this very struggle between a deep love for
humanity and an inability to accept God' s universe in terms
of man’s freedom and the inevitable injustice attendant upon
it should find its most passionate and enduring expression
in the speeches of Ivan, the dualistic, tormented soul who
is frequently considered Dostoevsky's mouthpiece, is an ex-
cellent indication of the duality of Dostoevsky's own per-
sonality. Ivan gives the clearest and most compact state-
ment of the veils attendant upon this rejection of freedom
and of the self-deification which is the result of this,
when in the legend of the Grand Inquisitor he says: "They
will marvel at us and look on us as doas, oecause we are
ready to endure the freedom which they have found so dread-
ful, and to rule over them-- so awful it will seem to them
to be free
.
1,2
Such a thesis, which rejects man the immortal being
having absolute value, is by its very nature atneistic. This
is exactly the stand which Raskolnikov takes, when, in his
warped love for his fellows and in his self-deceiving desire
to aid them, he considered man as of relative value and pro-
ceeded to "kill an insect." This same lack of faith is the
nd Inquisito ' great and terrible secret. He realizes
2 Dostoevsky, Fyodor: The Brothers Karamazov
, p. 30.

that his religion, founded upon "miracle, mystery
,
and auth-
ority,' 1 follows the teachings of the ‘'other one," accepts
the three temptations of the wilderness. Thus, he reoukes
the Prisoner with the words:
"Why hast thou come now to hinder us? And why dost
thou look silently and searchingly at me with thy mild
eyes? 3e angry. I don’t want thy love, for I love
thee not."-'5
Here the intense inner struggle is seen at its
highest point: an all-encompassing, sacrificial love of
man ("we shall plan the universal happiness of man"), a
love which on its own level is sincere; combined with a
bitter, self-lacerating cynicism and utter lack oi faith in
God, which, of course, finds its ultimate expression in
rejection of man as man. although Dostoevsky takes his
stand with the silent figure of Christ, and although he
rejects the specious works of the Grand Inquisitor through
the words of Alyosha, and later through the more elaborated
teachings of the Elder Zossima, yet the very fact that we
find these doubts continually expressed throughout his novel
even unto his last work, which is generally considered to be
the final expression of his beliefs, would seem to indicate
that Dostoevsky’s earlier doubts were not yet resolved.
That Dostoevsky’s final word on this subject comes from the
Elder Zossima rather than from Ivan indicates, at least, the
3 Ibid, . 305.
'-
.
'
'
general upward trend of his thinking. Thus, the concluding
effect is positive rather than negative.
4.
It is somewhat a matter of interest and surprise
that Dostoevsky who saw the evils of "miracle, mystery, and
authority" so clearly manifested in doth Roman Catholicism
and socialism should, at the very moment when Tolstoy was at
such odds ith the Russian Orthodox Church on these very
grounds, have submitted his own thinking so entirely to this
same teaching, das he, indeed, so blind to the very evi-
dences of miracle, mystery, and especially authority to be
found therein? This seeming impossibility is apparently the
truth. Perhaps this submissive faith gains in reason and
meaning when we consider it in the light of his earlier re-
jection of Christianity and of what might be called his
spiritual regeneration durin his katorga experience.
The Grand Inquisitor illustrates Dostoevsky's
philosophy by presenting the elements which it negates;
whereas the Russian monk evolves his thinking in ail its
most positive aspects. A close study of this teaching
which consummates all Dostoevsky's beliefs and which he him-
self spent so long in preparing in its present form, will
perhaps oest enable us to understand the ideals at which he
was aiming in The Idiot and to evaluate the relative worth
of his presentation there in its just proportion.
Of Dostoevsky's three attempts to embody various
aspects of the Christ image (Myshkin, Alyosha, and Zossima),

the figure of Zossima is perhaps the most positively pre-
sented, for here we have a fully-rounded personage tied se-
curely to earthly life as well as to spiritual reality. In
regarding each of the other figures the reader’s vision is
partially clouded; the man is set off apart from the rest of
humanity; thus he can reveal only certain limited aspects of
the Christ-image. Prince Myshkin, with his enfeebled body,
his clear- seeing but weakened mind; and his unworldly
spiritual nature molded in ye»rs of retirement is, it is true,
a "positively good man, 1 out here arises the question of the
value of the goodness of a man for whom the possibility of
choice is limited. For Dostoevsky in creating the character
of Prince Myshkin, has, to a certain extent, defeated his
own thesis of freedom as opposed to necessity, because of
the special conditions imposed upon him; for Prince Myshkin
there can be only, to use Berdyaev's terminology, a "good
necessity .
"
In Alyosha, to consider another representative of
this type, we have a character who has inherent within him-
self all the elements and possibilities of Karamazov oase-
ness and sensuality as well as a highly sensitized spiritual
nature. Here again, however, Dostoevsky has laced a bound-
ary upon the character development , for Alyosna is out a ooy,
incompletely conceived and delineated as yet. His particular
religiosity and spiritual conviction, while deep ana sincere,
are not, as he is here presented, the result of personal
.
22 .
suffering and. religion experience, but simply an intuitive
faith conceived and accepted, through lDve. In consideri
and criticizing the character of Alyosha, it must oe remem-
bered, however, that in this case the sense of incompletion
was purposely cultivated in the present novel, Tne Brotners
Karamau ov, ' ith the aim of further expanding and elaborating
this figure in the long-projected but never-written novel,
The Life of a 3-reat Sinner
,
so that here ve have not the en-
tire picture before us.
In the 31der Zo3sima, on the contrary, we have a
study of a man whose religious philosophy is based upon per-
sonal experience of sin and suffering and upon an intense
and sincere conviction of the deep truth of his own spiritual
revelation. From this point of view the teachings of this
monk assume the greatest importance in any attempt to deter-
mine the positive side of Dostoevsky’s own philosophy.
The Russian honk was originally conceived as a
refutation of the arguments propounded 0; Ivan in Pro ana
Contra
;
yet, while Zossima presents his case along parallel
lines, he does not actually formulate answers to the ques-
tions raised by Ivan, perhaps because for him they do not
exist. His actual sermon, which forms but a very small por-
tion of this book, is presented as a consummation of a life
4
which has in itself been a living sermon.
4 Dostoevsky, Fyodor: The Brothers Karamazo v, noox VI,
The Russian Monk.— —

Drawing his conclusions from his own experience
and idealizing this in accordance with his own spiritual
nature, Zossima presents a picture of the Russian monk as the
embodiment of loving humility. He follows the Biblical
phrase: Blessed are the meek for they shall inherit the
earth. These are the meek who in the quiet of the cloisters
are preparing for the great task of salvation which lies
ahead. To their aid will come the great mass of the people,
the peasants. Their submission is the true submission of
the meek, submission having its foundation in spiritual dig-
nity. For the people have strength and can never be fully
turned aside by atheistic leaders, but will respond always
to humble love and faith. Thus, the salvation of Russia, in
this view, is to come through the humility, faith, and love
of the people--the traits of the meek.
Humble love once attained brings with it the king-
dom of G-od, for this universal harmony is dependant upon
the unification of the warring elements within the individual.
Without faith In God nothing is possible for without faith
there is no ideal of goodness, there is no meaning in crime.
But for him this faith is so basically a part of his nature
that he cannot actually conceive of the possibility of so
vain a reality. So he passes over this point and stresses
once more his conviction that salvation will come from the
faith and meekness of the people. This submission will
eventually lead to equality which is to be found only in the
..
.
.
spiritual dignity of man. Equality, for Zossima, cannot be
Drought about by an atheistic- socialistic planning vnich,
regardless of its humanitarian motives, Till, in his view,
result only in the loss of man’s freedon and dignity, in all
being equalized in degradation as corruption spreads down
to the peasant from above. Thus, it is possible only in the
Christian sense in which master and servant, unified in love,
are brothers in the spirit. This leads him to believe that
from the position of the peasant such equality already
exists, for, by the very fact that the individual peasant
may respect his master without envy, he proves his spiritual
dignity as a man; so Zossima ' s counsel is rather for the
masters than the masses, that they may so act that the ser-
vant may be freer in spirit than if he were not a servant.
With the fulfillment of these conditions he looks ahead to
the days when man will find his joy only in deeds of light
and mercy and when the Russian people will shine forth in
the world as a light to the nations.
Closely allied with faith in God is, of course,
communion with God. The greatest stress is placed upon
prayer as an ecstatic and regenerating experience which
brings man closer to God and his fellows in a union of love.
It is this overflowing joy of the heart in prayer, in con-
tact 1 ith God, which will eventually lead to world harmony
through love, love of man as an immortal being, and finally
to love of man even in his sin, for that is the semblance of
m
Divine love and is the highest love on earth. Humble love,
the only weapon allowed to the meek, the weapon which is
so marvelously strong, is to be the only means of opposing
sin. At its highest and best expression this loving humility
becomes actively benevolent love, all-compassionating, all-
comprising which leads man to make himself responsible for
all men's sins, to identify his own well-being with the well-
being of all men.
Once men have attained to this unification in the
spirit, they must recognize the impossibility of judging
their fellows. Taking the view that all are sinners equally
and that none may judge, each man will seek to take the
crime upon himself rather, suffer for the criminal, and let
him go without reproach. Should the sinner laugh and mock,
yet must this course be held; for, though his time is not
yet come, another will suffer and judge and condemn himself,
and God's truth will be fulfilled. In this world view even
the sinner may find cause for rejoicing for in the fact
that there are others who are righteous and sinless he may
seek joy and comfort. If, on the other hand, man lives as
the meek should, but can witness no fruit of his works, let
him not despair, but strengthen his faith always and remem-
ber that "men are always saved after the death of the de-
c
liverer.
"
J
5 Dostoevsky, Fyodor: The Brothers Karamaz ov, p.33o.
..
<•
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The conversations of Father Zossima enu. with a
mystic reflection on hell and hell fire. Here, in these few
paragraphs is to oe found the flov.erin.jas of all Dostoevsky's
philosophy. In answer to the question, "What is Hell?"
Zossima responds, "Hell is the suffering of bein unable to
lfcve." Earthly life is given so that one may ave a moment
of active, living love, so that in a moment of time man may
say, "I am and I love." To rise up to God without ever hav-
in loved, to be brought close to those who have loved when
he has despised love, that is hell. After earthly life is
over, there is no sacrifice in loving. Spiritual love now
burns with fiery thirst, but life can no longer oe sacrificed
for love. The-n would the soul be glaa of material agony,
but neither can this material agony be attained, nor can the
spiritual agony within be resalved and removed, for if tne
righteous in Paradise attempted to remove the soul's torment,
they would but increase the desire to give active love, and
therefore increase the torment. At this point Dostoevsky
returns to his favorite theme of humility; only here may the
tortured soul# find some measure of relief . By acc pting
the love of the righteous and by acknowledging the impossi-
bility of repaying it, by submission and humility, only thus
may the soul attain at last to some semblance of the active
love which It here despised. Some there are, however, 1
whom hell is voluntary, who live upon their vindictive pride.
These burn in the fire of their own wrath; they yearn for

death and annihilation hut they ill not attain to death.
Thus, with the last words of his hosanna echoing the necessity
for humble love, does Dostoevsky close the conversations of
the Elder Zossima.
Book VI of The Brothers Karamozov
,
' The Russian
Monk, must stand as the most formal and the final presentation
(the Pushkin Memorial address excepted) of Dostoevsky's
religious and political views. In the creation of Father
Zossima the author has attempted to show that a pure, ideal
Christian is not an abstraction, out a vivid reality, possi-
ble, clearly near at hand. *' This character begins as one
of Dostoevsky's strongly passionate and self-willed doubles
and finally evolves into a meek type; yet he differs from the
traditional meek characters in that his is a meekness ac-
quired from experience® of life. This is a highly intelligent
man who has subdued his nature more completely that the other
meek characters; it is a philosopher with a definite ethical
and social ideal. In this respect the plan of The Russian
j onk strongly resembles the proposed plan of The =±= "
»
r- = Life
of a Great Sinner . However, neither in his portrayal of this
character transition nor in his presentation of the conver-
sations do critics consider Dostoevsky to have oeen outstand-
ingly successful. Artistically speaking this section lacks
27
6 Simmons, Ernest J. • Do stoevski- -The Making of a
Wove list
,
p
.
377
•
7 Ibid., p. 376.
..
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the power and vigor of the section it is intended to refute.
This whole book was based upon the teachings of the eighteenth
century monk, Tikhon Zadonski. The tone and spirit is
deliberate attempt on Dostoevsky's part to reproduce tne air
of wise naivete of his conversations. Perhaps it is because
of this restraint that this section lacks the power and
force of Ivan's relation of his own struggle. For it is
generally accepted that through Ivan’s lips Dostoevsky is giv-
ing xpression to his own duality and doubts. Yet, it can-
not actually be said that Ivan and Zossima are so far apart.
If we compare their words, we find that each is moved by the
same great and terrible love ot only for man out for all
creation:
"I shall fall on the ground and kiss those stones
nd weep over them--. And I shall, not weep from des-
pair; but simply because I shall oe happy in my tears,
I shall steep my soul in my emotion. i love the
sticky leaves in spring, the blue sky--that's a .1 it
is. " -
Are these words spoken by Ivan so different in tone from the
exhortation of Zossima to:
"Love to throw yourself on the earth and kiss it.
Kiss the earth and love it with an unceasin ;, consuming
love. . . . Seek that rapture and ecstasy. Water the
earth with the tears of your joy and love those te rs."^
What then is the truth wrhich Zossima sees and
which Ivan cannot find? Zossima sees the work of G-od in all.
Ivan's love is only the strong, almost anim 1 surge* of un-
3 Dostoevsky, iyodor: T he Brothers Karamazov
,
p.274.
9 Ibid . , p. 387-
.
quenchable life which must find expression des ite reason,
despite cynicism, whereas Zossima's love is pure ana aeep,
without alloy, cased on the most abiding faith.
The weakness of Book VI lies, ho', ever, largely in
the fact that Zossima offers what from the western point of
view is considered an unrealistic solution to material
problems. His only answer is an exhortation to man to prac-
tice the perennial traits of the meek characters-- submis-
siveness and self-perfectability . He takes Joe's view of
the problem of suffering and bids us wait on the will of
Divine Providence. Suffering is accepted and has value, for
it “corrects transgression for the sake of the whole for our
own good.' 1 ” But Ivan has already forseen and repudiated
this solution in his talk with Alyosha. For him human
happiness must not oe built on unavenged human suffering.
Thus 'while Zossima touches on the proolem so intensely cen-
tral to Ivan's rejection of Bod's universe, he makes no
attempt to answer it, but wisely recognizes that no man can
give a conclusive answer; he can only wait. Therefore,
many critics, pursued b; Ivan's doubts, see Zossima's phil-
osophy as passive not active, conservative to the point of
reactionary-ism and leading to stagnation and negation of
the whole ideal of progress, "for in reconciling man with
all the evil and suffering in the world, Zossima condemns
10 Simmons, Ernest J. : Dostoevsky --The Luk i n;- of a
novelist
, p . 379 .
.fa
*
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him to a philosophy of the futility of both body and spirit.
That Dostoevsky himself also recognized the weak-
nesses inherent in the presentation of the precepts of
Father Zossima is evident both from his letters to nis
.1 4
1
friends at this time and from certain passages in his ad-
dress delivered later that same year (1330) at the unveiling
of the Pushkin Memorial where he again returns to the proo-
lem of suffering in words almost identical with those ith
which Ivan questions Alyosha in Pro ana Contra
,
Book V of
The B rothers K-~ravna.; 3v . in discussing Tatiana’s rejection
of Onyegin in Pushkin's Tu.-ene Jove- in . Dostoevsky says:
“Can you for one moment admit the thought that
those for whom the building has been built would agree
to receive that happiness from you, if its foundation
was suffering, the suffering of an insignificant oeing
perhaps, but one who had been cruelly and unjustly put
to death, even if when they had attained that happiness,
they should be happy for ever? . . . No, a pure Rus-
sian soul# decides thus: Let me, let me alone be de-
prived of happiness. . . out I Yjlll not oe happy
through having ruined another.
What better indication could we have that the intense, al-
most pathological dualism of Dostoevsky's own nature was
still unresolved, despite his earlier so-called “hosanna
from the flames of the furnace of doubt. '
Yet the final effect of Dostoevsky's teaching is
neither confused nor negative. The position which he took
is in large measure the direct outcome of the view inculcated
H Ibid.
,
p. 382.
12 Pritchard: ,i orId ' s Best assays
, p. 738, Dos-
toevsky, Fyodor: Unveilin of the Pushkin Memorial.
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by the Eastern Orthodox Church, a view which emphasized the
value of passive goodness^-3 a s represented, by the earlier
concept now somewhat discredited of a "gentle Jssus, me
and mild." It is for this reason perhaps that Berdyaev,
the Russian Orthodox leader, is able to give us a more
positive and sympathetic treatment of Dostoevsky's ideas than
are western critics. Even he admits that Dostoevsky never
full, attained total unity, never resolved all his own con-
tradictions. The positive aspects which he finds in Dos-
toevsky are not strictly speaking his emphasis on loving
humility but his emphasis on man and on freedom of the will,
and thereby only indirectly on humility and love. The view
of freedom which Dostoevsky held may in its final stages lead
in either of two directions: the deifications of man or the
discovery of God. But herein lies the great need for love
and humility; for it is when man rejects submission and
deifies himself, when he allows himself to oe subject to the
wildest self-will, that he comes at last to a view of man
apart from God which is simply a lowering of man. It is
this very deification of man, which Dostoevsky believed was 10
be found in the humanism of western Europe, which led him to
reject such teaching as a manifestation of the antichrist.
It is for this reason that mingled with his love of man we
find, in the last analysis, the acceptance of suffering and
13 Simmons, Ernest J.: Dost,oev ski--The Laxiry of a
Novelist
,
p. 215 .
cj
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cruelty in the world as an essential attriioute of man's free-
dom. oo Berdyaev in his interpretation proi
to Ivan’s bitter outcry against the evidence of injustice in
the world:
"The existence of evil is a proof of the existence
of God. If the world consisted wholly and u.jiouely of
goodness and righteousness there would oe no need for
God, for the world itself would be God. God is because
viliis . Anc that means th it God is op cause freedom
is
.
ii
Therefore, in Ivan's rejection of freedom we have the basis
for his repudiation of God's universe, for the conclusion
drawn is inevitable, if we reject freedom, we reject God,
or, taking the other view possible, we make God alone res-
ponsible for evil, and imply a fundamental dualism in the
very nature of God, in either case lessening man's spiritual
dignity
There are, however, three possible solutions
offered by which world harmony may be attained:
(1) Without suffering or creative effort, without
universal tragedy, and ithout the freedom to refuse it;
(2) As the peak of earthl, history, achieved at
the price of the unnumbered sufferings and tears of all the
generations that have served only as stepping stones toward
it; or
(3)
Through freedom and accepted suffering on a
plane, so that every man who lives and suffers may attain at
P. 37 .
14 Berdyaev, Nicholas: up - o_ -.vs .y--An I
...
- - -

will by sincere and huniDle repentance to the kingdom of God. ^
The first is the authoritarian plan which Ivan wished; the
second is the statement of the condition on which Ivan re-
fused to accept God's universe; the last is the solution
which Dostoevsky regards as most true; man is to find his
way to God through suffering and sincere repentance, or as
Zossima stated it, through submission and loving humility.
15 Berdyaev, op . cit .
,
p. 153*

Chapter III
The Development of' the Meek Type
Although, as has been pointeu out earlier, Dos-
toevsky realized most fully the impossibility of separating
men into types, for "the evil man -as also good, the dirty
one clean, the fool wise, and avarice revealed aspects
which were not suspected in an avaricious man:"'1' yet we do
find three fairly well defined character categories within
his work. These are the Double, the Meek, and the Self-
Willed. The fact that one of these types, and that the
most important one ana the one most frequently appearing
upon the scene, is the Douole, the juxtaposition of the
self-willed and meek elements in one man, indicates the
justness of Meier-Graef e ' s comment) however; this is so
true that even in those characters who may oe more definite-
ly classified as either Self-Willed or Meet, we occasion-
ally find evidence of this same duality. Thus Rogozhin
is attracted by the pure nature of Prince Myshkin, while
the latter cannot completely free himself from doubting
thoughts
.
The Double was the first of these types to come to
life. There is a basic dualism in Devushkin,- the outwardly
meek clerk of Poor Folk , Dostoevsky's first literary attain-
1 Meier-G-raef e, Julius: Dostoevsky- -The Man and His
Work
, p. 31 .
2 Simmons, Ernest J. : Dostoevski- -The Makin of a
Novelist, p. =33,
'
ment. This is the simple dualism of the suppressed individual
who dreams of great power and glo y, yet who has no means of
accomplishing either. Here, there is not yet the close
analysis of this type. That was to wait for the next story,
The Double
,
in which the amazing personality of the schizo-
phrenic .'as developed and studied at length. Here again we
have a meek clerk with commanding aspirations, but thi3
time both natures are given personalized form and a perse-
cution mania is added. The Douole is now a clinical case
study.
When we come to The Friend of the Family we have
in Foma Fomitch a double who realizes his visionary dreams,
and "a base soul escaping from oppression oecomes an op-
pressor, the former buffoon becomes the household tyrant.
Here Dostoevsky introduces another basic element of the
Double’s nature, a warped tendency to seek pleasure in the
suffering of oneself and of others. This emotional aspect
of dualism is especially manifested in the reaction to love
of his great women Doubles, such as Nastasya ana. A^laia in
The Idiot and Katerina Ivanovina and Lise in The Brothers
Karamazov . Prince Myshkin sums up the conflicting desires
and aims of these Douoles when, speaking of Nastasya Fili-
povna, he says:
"Do you know that a woman is capable of torturing
a man with her cruelty and mockery without tne faintest
‘ 1 d-LU. .
,
._
.
twinge of conscience, because she’ll think every time
she looks at you: 'I'm tormenting him to death now, but
I'll make up for it with m. love, later.'"'’'
Thus love in the Double involves a struggle between pride
and submission which finds expression in a sadistic mingling
of ooth love and hate at once. For the Double, the more
fiercely he loves, the more fiercely he hates.
In the "underground man" we have another important
aspect of the later Doubles added. Here is a highly intel-
lectual and thinking man who is fully aware of his own
duality. This figure leads us directly to a Raskolnikov.
This character goes one step beyond the "underground man"
in that he decides to act. He projects his dualism into
society, dividing all men into the weak and the self-willed,
and then unsuccessfully attempts to take his place among the
Self-Willed. The next figure, Ippolit Tferentyev, translates
his dualism into a struggle between God and man. This is a
minor foreshadowing of Ivan Karamazov. The f'ir3t explana-
tion of the enigmatic nature of the Double, an explanation
which he later repeated in slightly modified form in The
Brothers Karamazov , Dostoevsky presents in A Raw Yout h:
"I have marvelled a thousand times at that faculty
of man. . . of cherishing in his soul his loftiest
ideal side by side with the greatest baseness, and all
quite sincerely. "5
The last of Dostoevsky's great Doubles is Ivan
4 Dostoevsky, Fyodor: The Idiot, p. 347*
5 Simmons, Sanest J.: D ostoevski- -The Making of a
Novelist
,
p. 314-
•

Karamazov, a true Karamazov out a rationalizing one. In
him is expressed, most fully the philosophical development of
n
the split personality. He returns to the great struggle of
man with God suggested by Terentyev. In his questionings
he reveals to us Dostoevsky's own search for faith. “His
(Dostoevsky's) intense interest in the theme must have grown
out of a realization of the dualism in his own nature, and
the large part it plays in his creative process was perhaps
•j
both a conscious and subconscious reflection of this fact.'’
Having developed the Double, Dostoevsky next pro-
ceeded to break this character type up into its most prom-
inent constituent elements and to analyze each separately.
The result of this division was the emergence of the Meek,
in whom the element of submissiveness predominates, and the
Self-Willed, in whom the element of pride, linked with
criminality, pre. ominates . The Double and the Meek became
well-developed types in Dostoevsky's first literary period;
while the Self-Willed or criminal type was only vaguely sug-
gested in these early works and awaited the tragic experi-
ences of the katorga for its full expression. This Self-
Willed type is merely an extension of the Double in which the
meek elements are entirely suppressed and the desire for
evil, even to criminality, is overwhelmingly magnifie . The
criminals, fialov and Petrov, in Th e House of the ^ead , fur-
6 Ibid., p. 355- 7 Ibid . , p. 316
.
*
nished Dostoevsky with his first models of this type. His
earlist creation along these lines is Prince Valkovski'' in
The I nsulted and In jured. He is completely egocentric and
anti-social and himself believes that in these respects he is
merely representative of the whole race oi man. His philo-
sophy presents no positive aspects, out is simply a negation
of all the values which men have held dear. His hatred for
society is not instinctive out deeply reasoned. His attitude
becomes a matter of principle with him. He is utterly repul-
sive and cynically wallows in the feelings of disgust which
he rouses in others. In his self-satisfied confession to
Ivan Petrovitch, he says: "You needn’t wonder at my valuing
convention, keeping up certain traditions, struggling for in-
fluence; I see, of course, that I’m living in a worthless
world; but meanwhile, its snug there and I back it up, and
show I stand firm for it, though I ’d oe the first to leave it
if occasion arose."''
Svidregailov in C rime and Punishment is another
example of this same extreme type. However, here Dostoevsky
has handled the character with greater artistry by including
a much more comprehensible motivation, and by bringing his
actions to the conclusion which is the only logical outcome
of his stand--suicide, for the self-willed man rebels against
3 Simmons, on . cit .
,
p. 117
.
9 Dostoevsky, Fyodor: The Insulted and Injured, p.247
•
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God and seeks to deny God. At last he sees the solution of
his problem. By taking death into his own hands, by suicide,
he feels that he is denying, the power of God over life and
death: he is becoming a man-God. Thus the Self-willed or
^an-God stands in direct opposition to the Meek, who, at the
final resolution of Dostoevsky’s philosophy, emerges as the
reincarnation of the God- an.
Of the later representatives of the Self-Willed type
Verhovensky in The possessed is perhaps the most interesting.
Another representative of the intellectual Self-Willed type,
he differs from Valkovski in that while he hates soci ty just
as intensely as the latter, yet he goes beyond the merely
negative attitude and presents a definite social solution.
The Utopia which he paints realizes all the vice3 which the
Russian Monk later refuted; it imposes equality b;. reducing
man to the brute level and by equalizing all men in degrada-
tion. This solution is the obvious answer of the anti -social,
egocentric, self-willed type. :,His ideas on freedom and
equality amount to the destruction of society in the name of
1°
his own personality.
The one other type which Dostoevsky evolved and
carefully analyzed was the Meek. This character appeared on
the scene soon after the Double and is likewise a product of
the first literary period. Here the ambivalence of the
Double is resolved in a direction opposite to that in the
10 Simmons, Ernest J. : D ostoevski --The Makin of a
Novelist
,
p. 293*
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Self-Willed nature, as the submissive elements are brought to
the fore. "Although Dostoevski's finest characters, the
Doubles, reflect the mental struggle of his own split per-
sonality, his heart went out to his Meek creations, whose
spirituality and goodness are expressed not through ratiocin-
ation, but through an outpouring of moral spirit. This
statement is applicable, however, to the final development
of the Meek as seen in Myshkin, Zossima, and Alyosha Kara-
mozov, those figures in whom submissiveness and loving humil-
ity become in some measure an expression of power, rather
tha-n to the first examples of :nis type.
Vasya ohumkov, the hero of A Faint Heart , is the
earliest distinctive representative of this type. This is
the story of a poor and obsequious clerk who struggles qui-
etly along ove _ burdened by a sense of subservience and at-
tention to duty. At last he falls in love and, in the joy of
his emotional enthusiasm, he neglects his work as a copyist.
The papers fall due and he is late, cannot possibly finish
on time. He is crushed; he feels that he has now denied
himself the right to his proposed good fortune. He smiles
meekly and sets himself to write. Night and day he pushes a
dry pen across empty pages.
"How, how has it happened? ./hat has sent him out
of his mind?" ask the gapin.. fellow-workers, and the only
answer whi ch his friend Arkady can give is gratitude. "The
11 Ibid., p. 333.
.
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point was: that Vasya had not carried out his obligations,
that Vasya felt guilty in his own eye s, felt that he was un-
grateful to destiny, that Vasya was crushed, overwhelmed by
happiness and thought himself unworthy of it; that, in fact,
he was simply trying to find an excuse to go ofi his head on
that point.
Many of the fundamental characteristics of the Meek
are already present in this brief sketch. Vasya has no dual-
ism whatsoever, no will to protest even. He regards his
semi-enslaved condition as normal, his outstanding quality
is ratitude; he is grateful even for the oppression of
Yulian Mast akovitch, his employer. In the end he is destroyed
passively, without a struggle; more as Arkady Ivanovitch'
points out he has even been seeking misfortune as his due.
This characterization presents the Meek as the
world’s underdog. He rouses our sympathy and perhaps even
liking but that is all. He actually gives little hint of the
great succession of Meek figures which followed. The next
one to be conceived in the same vein was Emelyan Ilyitch in
The Honest Thief . If anything, this character is weaker
than the first. He is simply a drunkard and a beggar who
readily accepts the world's judgment on his worthlessness,
but who has neither the will nor the power to lift himself
above his degradation. He is utterly abject and submissive.
12 Dostoevsky, Fyodor: \ Faint neart
,
p. 133. '..hi te
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Rebuked by his tailor-benefactor for his uselessness, he takes
up needle and thread and with weakened, bleary eyes and ner-
vous, tremulous hands attempts to set himself to sev:. ' ; His
only actual act, the kleptomaniftcal theft of the breeches,
leads him to such pangs of remorse for ingratitude that at
last like his predecessor, Vasya, he worries himself into
illness and finally death. His special trait of drunkenness
does, of course, set Emelyan apart from the other Meek char-
acters, but in the other respects he is as fully typical of
the Meek at this early stage as is Vasya Shumkov.
./ ith the character of Rostanev in 'i'h- orien oi the
Family, ' e find a much nearer* approach to the more highly
spiritualized and sensitised meek genre of the Idiot. There
is still the clear resemblance to the humble Vasya, but now
this submissiveness is found in a man who has attained a cer-
tain position in society. His qualities of passivity and
forbearance affect the lives of those about him and attract
their love and respect. Although this character is conceived
in a comic vein, the very description of Rostano^ su gests
Myshkin in several respects. !,His soul was as pure as a
child’s. He was a perfect child at forty, open-hearted in
the extreme, al' ays good-humored, imagining everybody n
angel, blaming himself for other people's shortcomings, and
exaggerating the good qualities of others, even pre- supposing
13 Dostoevsky, Fyouor: The Honest Thief
,
p. 278.
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them where they could not possibly exist." 14 In summing up
the characteristics of this man Dostoevsky points ahead to
the frailties and potentialities to he found in Myshkin:
"Of course, he was weak, and indeed he was of too
soft a disposition, hut it was not from lack of will,
hut from the fear of wounding, of behaving cruelly, from
excess of respect for others and for mankind in general.
The presentation of Rostanev also serves to illus-
trate another important point in Dostoevsky’s fictional
method. Despite his many unusual traits, Rostane-v does not
appear unrealistic. By centering his attention on the char-
acter's thoughts and feelings, the author has minimized the
importance of external reality and has given us instead a
satisfying internal reality--a very necessary approach in
developing the highly idealized Meek type of the later novels
The Insulted and Injure :-, offers for study a new
aspect of the Meek. Vanya (Ivan Petrovitch'
,
the hero, pre-
sents the reaction of the Meek in love, an aspect of this
type which • as developed at greater length in Crime and
Puni shment and The Idiot . In the circumstances of his life
Vany ' closely reflects Dostoevsky’s ov/n early days as a
Petersburg student and litterateur and his reaction to the
emotional difficulties of his own first courtship ana marri.g
As in the earlier story, ,«hite Mights
,
we find the hero,
acting under the impulse of a uniquely self-sacrificing love.
14 Dostoevsky, Fyodor: The Friend of t.ie ,-amil
,
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not only stepping aside for another Out actually encouraging
and aiding the other's suit. This peculiarly selfless love
which developes sympathy in opposition to sensuality in the
lover is a particular trait of the idealized and spiritualized
Keek which is to be found throughout Dostoevsky's fiction. A
typical expression of this emotion is found in tne words of
the dreamer-hero of ..hits Nights
,
ho, although he mi ;ht
better be classed as a Douole than a Meek type, has, never-
theless, a strong tendency to - ard the mystical self-abasing
aspects of the Meek. °peakin of the nature of his feeling
for the heroine, he says: “I ould love you so that even if
you still loved him, even if you went on lovin_ the man I
don’t know, you would never feel that my love was a burden
so y: . ' ~ T is response is in the same intense vsedvi oJ cc -
plete submission and humility in which Vanya offers to carry
the love letters between his betrot .ed, hatasha, and her new
17infatuation, Alyosha.
Vanya was followed by the last of the Meek to pre-
cede the embodiment of the virtues of the Christ- image-r-
Sonia Marmeladov^a. Like Myshkin, Sonia, too, moves -mid a
wo rid of sin but remains utterly pure and unsoiled. ohe is
completely repressed and humble. Added to these qualities
is a religious fatalism which forestalls any reoellion on her
part against the ugly and unjust circumstances of her life.
16 Dostoevsky, Fyodor: hit e Fights
,
p. 43 .
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In her resigned acceptance of sufferin as necessary and. of
value, e have a reflection of Dostoevsky's "own doctrine of
earning one's happiness by suffering. Her role as a
prostitute merely serves to impress upon her her own lowli-
ness. Despite the nature of skolnikov's crime, she still
considers herself imraeasureably Deneath him. Thus her love
for him finds expression only in complete self-abnegation
and submission. Actually love is a dubious term to apply to
a relationship of this nature. In substance it is far
closer to the spirit of lovingkindness which Father Zossima
advocates which will lead man to love his fellows even in
their sin and suffering. It is an earthly semblance of Divine
love. Dostoevsky was aware of this and consciously aimed in
this direction, al T ays seeking to place the emphasis on the
spiritualizing, compassionating elements involved, rather
than on the element of passion. Throughout his notes we find
him reminding himself that "there must be no word of love
between them, that is the sine aua non of this relation-
ship .
Sonia's reaction to Raskolnikov's confession of
his crime is typical of' the selfless, undemanding quality
of her feeling. There is the first momentary
,
uncompre-
hending terror of the immensity of the sin against boa, and
then the sweeping wave of sympathy, of overwhelming compas-
13 Simmons, Frnest J. : Dost oevsk
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sion. Her thought is only for his suffering— "what have you
done to yourself! This utter loss of self finds expressio
:
in her final act of accompanying him to Siberia--wi thout a
word being spoken, "out both knew that it would be so."
The deeply religious and mystical nature of Sonia
is another important element of the later Meek. For her,
faith in 3-od is her only sustaining hope ( "if there were no
God, what would I be!"). It is an absolute and completely
unquestioning belief. Perhaps the most memorable illustra-
tion of this is to be found in the famous scene of the read-
ing of the miracle of Lazarus:
"... a feeling of immense triumph came over her.
Her voice rang out like a cell; triumph an. joy gave it
power. The lines danced before her eyes, but she knew
what she was reading by heart. "21
In the nature of her fundamental acceptance of religious
teaching and of her pitch of religious ecstasy, Sonia again
foreshadows the doctrines of the Elder Zos-ima.
Strangely enough, however, if we consider Dostoev-
sky’s own growth in religious faith, Sonia was permitte to
succeed just where the Christ-man was later to fail; so that
C rime and Punishment ends on a note of hope: whereas The
Idio t, conceived in hope, ends in futility and nothingness.
As the years of Siberia begin, Raskolnikov realizes at last
the infinite joys of the new life which awaits him, out,
characteristically, it is to be a ne life which will cost.
20 Dostoevsky, Fyodor: C rime and Punishment
, p. 371.
21 I bid
.
,
p. 293.

In this respect oonia"great striving, great suffering."
serves as a far stronger illustration of Zossima' s doctrine
of the saving power of humble love than does prince Myshkin.
Sonia anticipated Myshkin. It is she, not Aglaia
nor Nastasya, who is the spiritual sister who would have
completely understood his intuitively comprehending and com-
passionating
,
but childlike, nature.
The last words of C rime and Punishment speak of a
new story, the story of the "gradual renewal of a man- -of
his passing from one world into another, of his initiation
22into a new unknown life.' 1 ~ This idea later developed into
a gre t plan "for the artistic treatment of the ultimate
salvation of a civilization at war with itself." " The
whole plan was never fully developed, but the next full-
length novel. The Idiot
,
was the initial step. Here the
Meek emerges as the Christ-man, the embodiment of those
virtues of love and humility which will eventually lead to
the Golden Age and the salvation ,f mankind. In The Idiot ,
however, this figure stands alone amid a world of proud,
conflicting passions. He brings a radiance but he is yet
doomed to failure.
22 I old.
,
p. 493.
23 Simmons, Ernest J.:
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Chapter IV
The Embodiment of Loving Humility--Prince Myshkin
With the closing pages of Crime an. Punishment we
see the beginnings of Dostoevsky’s great faith and hope in
meekness and humility as a power of saving grace. Sonia
through humble love has brought the sinner to repentance; in
these two at least Cod’s truth has been fulfilled. without
judgment, without reproach, she has taken his sin upon her-
self, for she has long felt that she is “just such a criminal
as the man standing oef'ore her,' 11 so she has served him in
silence and in humility, never losin hope. Raskolnikov,
the internally raging Double, has at last brought the self-
’willed elements of his nature into submission. That Dos-
toevsky himself felt this spiritual regeneration to oe a
difficult artistic proble
,
and perhaps somewhat oeyona his
powers, would seem to be indicated by the fact that it is at
this point that he concludes the novel.
Had Dostoevsky permitted his own doubts to prevail,
his next work would have been the most bitterly hopeless of
his career. Instead, “he wanted to sho- the positive, to
express the unconditional. Yes, not indeed by some rounda-
bout route, but directly; goodness, simple and complete, good-
ness which cannot be corrupted, goodness not the outcome of
1 Dostoevsky, Pyodor: he Broth az ov
,
p.
3
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deliberation but spontaneous as crime; that is, truth, simple
and complete, the childlike impulse; above all, oeauty, si -
pie and complete, beauty without aestheticism, without
examples
.
This ideal of spiritual beauty was to find expres-
sion in the works which followed. In the first of the novels
of this group Dostoevsky adopted the new point of view and
attempted to portray a'truly beautiful soul. 11 Yet it is
an interesting fact that this character, who appears in the
novel as the greatest of the typical Meek, Degan in the first
draft as one of the most self-willed of Dostoevsky's crea-
tions. As was frequently the case with him, he conceived the
basic elements of the plot of The Idiot from the newspaper
accounts of a sensational trial in which a fifteen-year old
girl, who had suffered outstanding cruelties and indignities
at the hands of her parents for several years, was accused
of attempting to burn dovrn the family homestead. In con-
nection with this theme, all traces of which soon disappeared
in the early drafts of the novel, Dostoevsky began outlining
a character designated only as the Idiot. This original
figure of the Idiot had little in common with Prince Myshkin
as he appears in the novel. The first description of the
Idiot brings him much closer to the Rogozhin-like type of
character than to Myshkin. "He is described as a powerful.
2 Meier-Graef e, Julius* Dos toevsk;/ - -Ihe Man and His
tVork, p. 146.
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proud, and passionate individual. There is something
Byronic about him, and he resembles those criminal, self-
willed creations Valkovski and Svidrigailov
. He is sensual,
performs extravagant actions, and perhaps his most marked
'
2
trait is e otism. This minor character ressmbles the later
hero only in his idiocy (a term not here to be defined in the
modern psychological sense), nervous ailments, and epilepsy.
The Christ-like figure who appears in the book does not
emerge until the end of the seventh draft. In the third plan
we have the first hint of this when Dostoevsky ooserves of
his original Idiot: "He ends with a Heavenly deed; 1 ' in the
fourth draft a Son, meek, charming in his simplicity, gener-
ous, and noble, is introduced. In the sixth plan this
character begins to be merged ith the Idiot, so that the
resultin figure now appears as one of Dostoevsky's great
Douoles, but with the self-willed elements stil dominant.
It is in the next plan that this characterization is pushed
one step further and the Dauble becomes the Meek. This
final evolution of the Idiot cleared Dostoevsky's hesitations
and in the next draft he proceededrapidly and smoothly; the
Idiot had become the embodiment of the Christ- image.
Dostoevsky's evident uncertainty ana douot in work-
ing out the broad basic lines of ths plot would seem to in-
dicate a certain evident confusion in his own tninking at
5 Simmons, Ernest J.: Dostoevsk i- -The Making of a
ovelis
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this time. The novel was written during one of the latter
trips abroad at a time shortly following the deatn of his
daughter Sonia. Hot only was the novelist strongly affected
by this loss, but his lengthy absence from Russia, which he
loved passionately, had begun to fill him with an intense
longing for his homeland which he translated into a comparison
of East and West, greatly to the discredit of the .Vest. In
the radicalism now vividly apparent in Russia he saw a re-
flection of what he now considered to be the destructive in-
fluence of the .Vest, rfis present thinking led him to take a
stand directly opposed to his early socialistic views. "To
achieve the brotherhood of man by decree and to legislate
universal equality nov seemed to him a monstrous fallacy."
He realized that there existed a great lack of faith, but he
himself was as yet uncertain as to the true nature of this
faith. Thus, the main theme developed from a deeply felt
spiritual anguish. Dostoevsky sought for the answers to
this problem in the teachings inculcated by Russian Ortho-
doxy. The result, of this is that there is a certain amount
of didacticism, including a stern refutation of Doth the
religion and the social philosophy of the Vest, present In
this novel. However, this theme, while it is rather ob-
viously "dragged in," is not sufficiently emphasized to ruin
the artistic unity of the book as a hole.
4 Simmons, op . cit .
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Trig la lot, is an excellent example of Dos toevsxy '
s
appro ch to the novel technique through what Meier-Graefe
calls the novel-drama form, a very loosely-constructed form.
In essence it breaks down into a series of large and dram -
tically effective scenes, although this does not prevent a
continuous flow of narrative. Thus, perhaps* tne best method
of developing the plot here would be to f ol .o Leier-G-raei e ' s
division of the material .into acts and scenes.
The opening of the first act plunges us into the
midst of the story immediately. In the railway carriage
speedin^ toward Petersburg are gathered three strangers,
three principals of the cast: Myshkin, Rogozhin, ^eoedyev.
A light conversation on the weather quicxly assumes a most
self-revelatory tone on the part of all three. In a few
moments most of the main characters have seen presented to
view either directly or indirectly through the conversation
and the main lines of the intrigue have been drawn. The
drama of endless passions is egun.
The scene at the Epanchin's prepares us more fully
for many of the later actions of Prince Myshkin. Here Dos-
toevsky develops to a large extent the concept which he
evolved at the close of the seventh draft of the novel; the
Idiot prince relates his adventures among the children. ith
simple naivete Myshkin tells of the children who surrounded
5 Meier-G-raef e, Julius: Dostoevs&i--The Man and His
. ork
,
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his days of illness and exile in Switzerland with the warmth
of their love and who at last wept so bitterly and so futilely
j
when it was necessary that "Leon S'en va pour to
The story of Myshkin's relationship with Marie is related--
a love of the Meek for the Meek--a love which so strongly
developed the element of sympathy as opposed to passion. And
amid people long used to social convention and worldly values,
Myshkin's sincerity and radiant naivet^ v in for him not ridi-
cule but comprehending affection. This childlike quality so
essential to an understanding of the Prince is best mani-
fested in the dual natures of Madame Tpanchin and of her
youngest daughter, Aglaia. Realizing the simple purity of
his spirit, Aglaia quickly responds and makes of him her con-
fidant. Myshkin thus becomes intimately a part of the minor
intrigues revolving about Ganya Ivolgin and the two women,
Aglaia and ±*'astasya. This in son measure prepares us for
the strange and highly dramatic scenes of the remainder of
the act.
In a certain sense the events at the Ivolgins and
at the birthday party are but a continuation of one scene.
Here is the famous auctioning of dastasya, the lavish prelude
to the silent six months of torture and madness in Moscow.
It is only the Idiot, himself pure and impervious to sensual-
istic impulse, who is capable intuitively of comprehending
the true nature of this magnificent, out madly bewildered,
beauty. Overwhelmed by compassion he interposes, reve ling
.
her own nature to her with startling insight and. truth:
;,You are proud, Nastasya Filipovna, but perhaps you
are so unhappy as really to think yourself to blame.
You want a lot of looking after, Nastasya Filipovna.
I will look after you. I saw your portrait this morn-
ing and I felt as though I recognized a face that I
knew. I felt as though y ;u had called to me already.
. . . I. shall respect you all my life, Nastasya Fili-
povna .
But she, at once drawn and terrified by the orilliance of
his purity, clings to her familiar niche among the insulted
and injured*, ana, although revolted by Rogozhin, she rushes
off with this man of the underground den in a frantic and
self-sacrificing effort to save Myshkin. This brings to an
end the first act.
The happenings in Moscow, where Myshkin follows
Rogozhin and Nastasya Filipovna, are related only in a hazy
fashion from oehin the scenes. All the action here revolves
about and is motivated oy Nastasya. A true Douole, she is
torn oy conflicting desires and passions and can ar ive at
no set course. It is to be understood that Myshkin in his
own mind in no way sees himself as Rogozhin* 7 rival; he finds
in his own feelings for her merely an expression of compas-
sion, for the sufferer. But she, unable to resolve her
duality, at length flees from both. The actual beginning of
this act comes in the first real news we receive from Mos-
cov
,
the letter to Aglaia which precedes Myshkin’s return.
6 Dostoevsky, Fyodor: The Idiot, p. 159*

The following scenes between the Prince and Rogo-
zhin in the dim vault-like chambers of the latter's home in
Petersburg may be said to reveal the Idiot at his weakest.
Before the burning passion of Rogozhin the passive goodness
of Myshkin is powerless. Although the interview closes with
a nominal victory for Myshkin in the exchange of crosses and
the giving of the blessing, even Myshkin realizes that the
other is still unsatisfied and that danger is imminent.
Parting from his brother-in- the-cross, Myshkin, in an almost
semi-dazed condition, Tenders about Peters ourg, drawn by
an inexplicable desire to see Nastasya, beset by fear of an
approaching epileptic fit and filled with premonitory douots
and apprehensions regarding Rogozhin. At last, rebuking him-
self for ’.'hat he considers to be his sinful thoughts, but,
nevertheless, fully conscious of Rogozhin' s Yv'atchf'ul pre-
sence, he returns to his hotel. On the staircase, knife in
hand, Rogozhin awaits him. Suddenly there is the momentary
blinding light, the insight into universal harmony; then all
is destroyed as the epileptic fit seizes its victim. Thus
early in the story the reader is made aware of the coming
dissolution and disintegration.
The next act moves the scene rapidly to the
Lebedyev villa at Pavlovsk, v here Myshkin has been brought
to recover his strength. Here, amid the peace and oeauty
of a suburban resort, t e demoniacal element is forgotten,
and we have the semblance of an idyllic romance introduced.

That this can never be more than an unfulfilled hint, how-
ever, must be apparent at once when we consider the nature
of the characters involved: Aglaia, the double with a pre-
dominatin' self-willed element, and Myshkin, the epileptic,
the meek idiot, the “blessed innocent." Suddenly, against
this backdrop, Dostoevsky thrusts one of the most disunifying
and unrelated elements of the entire story-- the orgy of
blackmail surrounding the hitherto completely unheralded
appearance of the illegitimate “Son of Pavlishtchev. “ Al-
though this scene on the verandah gives Myshkin a chance to
appear in a strongly positive light as essentially the
Chris t-man, so that at length the enemy is softened and,
succumbin to the influence of humble love, says repentantly:
“We are all ridiculousl good-natured people;" yet it
would also seem that Dostoevsky eagerly seized upon this
scene as a chance to sum up the sarcastic innuendos against
nihilism which are scattered throughout the book, to display
such individuals in an utterly ridiculous light, and to
give vent to some of his own biased feelings regarding
socialism. As the act closes with a flashback to the orig-
inal theme of love and hate, we have in the reappearance of
Nastasya Filipovna a bold suggestion of the recurrence of the
demoniacal element.
The fourth act readily splits into two parts and an
7 Dostoevsky, Fyodo : The_Idiot, p. 272.
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interlude. The first part presents an interesting study of
the nihilist, Ippolit Terentyev, one of Dostoevsky’s minor,
but important, Douoles. This whole section is centered
about the reading of his Explanation and his sincere, but
abortive, suicide attempt. Here for the first time Dos-
toevsky lifts man’s dualism to the level of the great strug-
gle between man and God. There is the basic human will to
believe pitted against the rationalistic lack of faith.
. .Anc. yet in spite of all my desire to do it, I could
never cone ive of there being no future life, no Providence .
"
J
The height of cynical frankness, the Explanation is, indeed,
an egoistic, exhibition of phenominal feebleness, out as
Prince Myshkin so clearly devined the basic motivation here
was not spite or bitterness but merely an intense desire to
be loved, a want which Ippolit’s cynicism could not prevent
from findin expression:
"What is there for me in this beauty when, every
minute, every second I am obliged, forced, to recog-
nize that even the tiny fly, buzzing in the sunlight
eside me, has its share in the banquet and the chorus,
knows its place, loves it n is happj ; and I alone am
an outcast, and only my cowardice has made me refuse to
realize it till now."y
Here again the connection between the parts is loose,
slight and somewhat forced. The rendez-vous between Aglaia
and Myshkin which follows this reading returns to the love
8 I bid
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theme of the preceding act but, while its final result is the
tentative betrothal of the pair, its deeper implications
serve to illumine the basic impossibility of such a union,
for Aglaia is of this earth, whereas Myshkin, not even com-
prehending the nature of her passion, seeks only spiritual
union. Thus, at the parting bcth are unenlightened.
The interlude which follows, while it revolves
about the affairs of one of the lesser personages, General
Ivolgin, also ties in with the Myshkin-Aglaia episode.
Through the connivings of Lebedyev the long- suggested, fren-
zied letters of Nastasya to Aglaia are revealed. The reading
of these letters leads to one of the most symbolic and Christ-
like pictures in the bo:>k--the meeting of Nastasya and Mysh-
kin, the repentant Magdalene at the feet of the Christ-man.
The last part of this act is in a manner a direct
result of the early morning interview between Aglaia and
Myshkin. The hesitations regarding their marriage have been
at least partially resolved ; the stage is now set for the
Prince's introduction to society. The soiree at whicn Myshkin
suddenly carried out of character by the impulsation of an
overshadowing epileptic fit, almost reaches his most positive
heights, ends in frustration, when, with the crashing frag-
ments of the vase, the Prince, too, falls back to earthly
reality and at last relapses in an epileptic fit.
The fifth act opens with the meeting of the rivalSj
Aglaia, who is determined enough to love him against the

world, but not understandin5 enough to comprehend the un-
earthly nature of the emotion which permits him to love Doth
at once, and Nastasya, who, faced by a woman she both loves
and hates, succumbs to the stronger self-willed elements in
her own nature and forces the Prince to that fatal moment of
hesitation. Thus, in a certain sense, neither woman is a
foil for the other. Both are cast in the same mold. Each
in her rival’s role would have acted exactly as did her rival.
Nastasya after her brief triumph once more comes to
fear the evil result of her influence on Myshkin and, in
another/attempt at self-effacement, flees from him to Rogozhin
on their wedding day. The last scene brings the 0004. to a
close in an atmosphere of complete hopelessness and frustra-
tion. These three are now gathered together within the dark
tomb of Rogozhin's home. Nastasya at last lies dead at the
hand of her passionate, sensualistic lover. The brothers-
in- the-cros s , Rogozhin, the murderer overwhelmed by his
crazed hyper-sensitive fancies, and Myshkin, once more a true
idiot, lie down to ether. However, the ending was not deter-
mined exclusively by the th:me but rather by the renunciation
of the poet who had not yet reached maturity. 11 '
Throughout the pages of this novel moves one of the
most unusual figures in literature. "In no work of Dostoev-
sky's does the image of hero so entirely embody the idea o_
10 Meier-G-raef e, Julius: Dostoevsky- -The Man and His
Vv orx
,
p. 194.
I
the novel as in The Idiot . In fact, Prince Myshkin and the
idea he represents are completely identified, one with the
other. That the Idiot was created in response to the
search for an ideal image is obvious, and, as is here illus-
trated, the essential quality of an ideal is that is is al-
ways unattainable. The questions that arise then in any
study of this figure creased after the poet's own. heart are:
77hat was the original ide^l toward which Dostoevsky was
striving? Y»h t is the nature of this character as we now-
have him? ancl In how far does he achieve the positive values
which Dostoevsky sought to attain?
In a letter to his niece written at about this time
Dostoevsky says: "The chief idea of the novel is to portray
the positively goo man. . . . There is only one positively
good man in the v:orld--Christ . ... I recall that of the
good figures in Christian literature, the most perfect is
Don Quixote. But he is good only because at the same time
he is ridiculous. . . . One feels compassion for the ridicu-
lous man who does not know his own worth as a good man, and
consequently sympathy is invoked in the reader." 1-- However,
in the figure of Myshkin there is nothing of this sort,; he
is conceived in a tragic vein of great poetic beauty. Yet,
at the same time Dostoevsky himself draws the parallel be-
tween his o n creation and the gre~t comic figures of liter-
11 Simmons, Irnest J. : Dostoevski- -The Maxin 01 a
Novelist
,
p. 209*
12 Simmons, op . c i
t
.
,
p. 213.

ature: Cervantes’ Don Quixote, Voltaire's D^. Pangloss, and
Dickens' Mr. Pick ick. The reference to Don Quixote, a
favorite amon; :us .ian readers, is made especially pointed
throughout the novel, both in the passage on Myshkin's
letter to Aglaia and in the extended use made of the oallad of
The Poor Knight, Pushkin's poem on Don Quixope. Still, ip is
to he noted that the differences, resulting from the author's
vie r of the figure, between Myshkin and these earlier at-
tempts to portray a perfectly ;ood man are more obvious than
are the similarities.
There are other sources also apparent in the con-
ception of the Idiot. One of these is the popular folklore
figure of the inspired idiot. Not only among the peasants,
but in all classes of Russian life was this afflicted being
looked upon as a special messenger of G-od, as one possessing
a deeply spiritual nature, as one peculiarly loved and com-
pensated by God. The most important source upon which Dos-
toevsky drew, however, is the figure of Christ as he is pic-
tured by the Russian Orthodox Church. This is seen immediate-
ly in the opening pages of the oook. The description of
Myshkin bears many of the features of the Christ-image as it
appears in Eastern churches. The Prince is "a young man,
twenty- six or twenty-seven years old, above the average in
heights, with, very fair thick hair, with sunken cheeks and
a thin, pointed, almost white beard. His eves were large,
blue and dreamy; there was something gentle, though heavy-

looking in their expression. " ^3 More than this, Myshkin has
the essential quality of Christ, "the only one which can be
portrayed, a thing which hitherto ses-med unpo tr^yaole:
beauty of heart."
"
r
The entire picture of Myshkin’s life
among the children in Switzerland is merely a vitalizing of
Jesus' precept: Suffer the little children and foroid them
not, to come unto me, for to such belongeth the kingdom of
heaven. So Myshkin, too, sees in the children the presence
of ooth infinite innocence and infinite comprehension. In
this he sees the child’s essential nearness to Jod and his
capacity for bringing comfort to others through this near-
ness, for the soul is healed by being with children."^"
The parallel between Christ and Myshkin is carried
one step further in the relation of the incident of the M •;/
taken in sin who is not to be looked upon as guilty but only
as unhappy. The downfall and repentance of Nastasya is anothe
more elaborated variation upon the same theme. It is not,
however, merely in these individual instances that the
Christ-parallel is evident, it is in every action of the
Idiot, in every personal contact, however brief, that we
see the influence of a radiant and magnetically attractive
personality which draws to itself all sinners and sufferers.
13 Dostoevsky, Fyodor: The Idio t, p. 3»
14 Meier-G-raef e, Julius: Dostoevsky- -The Man and His
’»Y ork
,
p . 143
.
13 Dostoevsky, Fyodor: The Idiot
,
p. 62.

Rogozhin, Ganya Ivolgin, Ippolit Terentyev- -all men who desire
to hate the Prince, are, nevertheless, instinctively attracted
to rely upon his goodness and purity.
In order that this morally perfect figure oe made
palatable and vital to the reader it was necessary that there
be mingled with the exaltation and virtue of the saint the
cracks and flows of the earthly being, the frailties of the
simpleton. So that in reality Myshkin becomes one of the
weakest and most imperfect of God’s creation. Dostoevsky’s
choice of this particular affliction no doubt arose from the
fact that modern standards ha e frequently given a peculiar
twist to the meaning of the word, intellect, so that it has
come to be accepted as that ''form of reasoning especially
adapted to the struggle for existence and to the exploita-
tion of one's neighbor. Such an intellect would, of
course, be incompatible with the spiritual beauty of the
Christ-man. Thus his two outstanding flaws are epilepsy
and idiocy, thereby imposing a temporary limitation on the
intellect. Drawing upon his own experience with the disease
of epilepsy, Dostoevsky devoted his attention to a study of
the psychological, not clinical, aspects of this illness. It
is perhaps an indication of Dostoevsky’s religious confusion
and doubt, however, that Myshkin attains to a vision of
highest harmony only at those moments when the oncoming
16 Meier-Graef e, Julius: Dostoevsky--The Man and riis
'.York, p. 143.

epileptic attack leaves him most powerless. The peculiar
nature of' his desease, moreover, plays an important role in
providing plausible reasons for Myshkin's social innocence
snd untainted attitude. The juxtaposition of these traits
results in a character necessarily incompatible with the
modern materialistic and ego-centric spirit, and thus one
who, in a certain sense, must fail in the world.
There is one other important feature to be consid-
ered in the make-up of Myshkin's personality, that is his
place among the typical meek characters. Here is one of the
very few cases in which we have a Meek type emerging as the
hero of a novel. Myshkin possesses many of the most prom-
inent characteristics of the earlier Meek. This is seen
especially in his attitude toward suffering and misfortune.
He raises no protest against the social limitations and
barriers which his idiocy sets up: he frankly admits and
accepts his own frailties in the eyes of others; yet there
is no inclination toward self-pity on these grounds. This
burden he humbly accepts as natural and just. More, He even
seeks further suffering, that he may be betoer able to give
to others compassion and love and thus in some measure re-
lieve them of their hurt. Seeing the passionate Rogozhin
ablaze ‘with the desire to do evil, to murder,
.
.yshkin is over-
whelmed by loving sympathy for him. He wishes that he too
might sin, might take the other's burden upon himself and
thus lead Rogozhin back to God in the spirit of true repent-
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ance; so that at last Rogozhin, too, may v, alk in the light.
In all this acceptance and. suomission there is an
imp •egnating atmosphere of mysticism and fatalism. There
is no will to protest against Goa’s justice, rather, as in
the case of the fatal 3oiree, the Prince is more frightened,
ant depressed oy his foreknowledge of events, than Dy any
g t ors within the happenings themselves. This same element
of fatalism enters into all his relationship with Nastasya
Filipovna. Her last action on the wedding day wakens no
sense of surprise or reproach. He knew ah ays that it would
he so, that she would return to Rogozhin and that Rogozhin
woulc. kill her. It is for this reason that Myshkin finally
allows himself to oe destroyed without a struggle.
Then, too, Myshkin's response to love is merely the
typical response of the Meek. For passion he can return
only gratitude and sympathy. His love is a sexless self-
abnegation which demands nothing in return. Thus, it is
possible for him to love two at once, and yet to feel no
division within himself. Berdyaev's interpretation of Mysh-
kin on this point is both interesting and enlightening. He
views the Prince's love as a demonst ation of self-will for
it is beyond what is alio’ aol to man; it is compassion
carried to the point at which it becomes di - ased and des-
tractive. 1"' In actuality Myshkin cannot even comprehend the
17 Berdyaev, Nicholas: Dostoiev xg--An Interpretation ,
p. 119.

searing passions which burn Rogozhin, Nastasya* and Aglaia.
The breakdown of the story comes as a result of the expres-
sion of overwhelming sympathy. The terrible moment of hesi-
tation at the meeting of the rivals which so completely
alienates Aglaia is but a moment of completely powerless com-
passion.
In many respects, ho ever, Prince Myshkin goe
,\
beyond the convention Meek type. Like Father Zossima,
earlier discussed, he is a thinking person with deep personal
convictions; unlike the Elder, however, his convictions are
not based upon his own experience of life, but are rather,
intuitive. Presenting his vie s as simple, basic truths,
Eyshkin here acts in large measure as a mouthpiece for Dos-
toevsky's didacticism and in this respect he inartis tically
steps out of character. His gullibility, his self-condemna-
tion, and his tendency to rationalize evil in others relate
him to the early Meek, while his eager love for his fellow-
man, his ecstatic joy in nature, and his exemplification of
passive goodness and of the virtues of love ana humility maxe
him an anticipatory embodiment of Dostoevsky's f.nal phil-
osophy. Y t it would seem that Dostoevsky himself fully
realized all his weaknesses, for in the end the word of the
world in judgment upon him is: "You see for yourself wham he
.
, ,i 13is, a sick man.
13 Dostoevsky, Fyodor: The Idiot
,
p. 523.
..
w
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The pervading spirit o: The Idiot i the influence
of a radiant personality, but unlike Christ, his goodness is
passive. He moves amid a world of sin and hopeless passion,
touching all with light, and rousing in others a reawakening
desire for purity; yet, despite this, he does no more than
to confound and blight the lives which he touches. All final-
ly disintegrates in death, futility, and madness. He moves
through life a vital symbol of the doctrine of the power of
loving humility which Dostoevsky preached in The Russian
Monk, yet he but serves to illustrate that humble love is not
"marvelously strong" but terrifyingly weak. Thus, the book
ends on a negative and doubtful note. Did Dostoevsky mean
Myshkin's failure to symbolize and repeat Christ's earthly
failure and spiritual success, or, was it, as his later works
would seem to indicate, an inability on the part of the poet
himself to give complete faith to his own ideal? Judging
from Dostoevsky’s own later comments regarding his faith trier
is a slight possibility that he may have attached this sym-
bolic meaning, but, considerin his later novels, it seems
that while he may have strong
.y felt the value of passive
goodness and meekness, yet he was
,
nevertheless, earthy
enough to feel that his thesis was somewhat untenaole.
.
Conclusions
After a brief but characteristic period of falling
away from the strict religious teachings of his childhood home,
Dostoevsky, as a result of his years of Siberian imprisonment,
underwent a period of spiritual suomission and self-abnegation
V
which at last resulted in a renewal of' faith. Dostoevsky
left Siberia once more on the road toward belief in Russian
Orthodoxy, a tendency which his later sojournings in western
Europe served to strengthen. In connection with his renewed
faith in Orthodoxy came the beginnings of a strong Russian
nationalism and an unswerving faith in the autocratic Czarist
government. Even while still in the katorga he had already
written to his brother, Mihail, expressing his sincere grati-
tude to the Czar Alexander for indirectly bringing about this
spiritual resurrection. ihis was the beginning of Dostoev-
sky’s philosophy of salvation through suffering and sincere
repentance, the concept to which he sought to give artistic
expression in his writings. Yet, despite Dostoevsky's at-
tempts to convince himself of his belief in his own hypothe-
sis, his actual success in bringing his rational faculties to
submit to his mystical religious leanings is uncertain, for
throughout his v;orks, even to the very last, we find continual
doubts expressed, doubts regarding this very problem of the
injustices of suffering.
When Dostoevsky at th- end of his career, wrote the
%
conversations and exhortations of Father Zossima, he felt
that he had achieved for himself a cle^r and steadfast faith,
a faith evolved through reason and string against doubts.
The extent to which he has actually succeeded in giving
these views a strong artistic presentation is somewhat
questionable. His is on the whole a philosophy of fatalistic
submission and passivity which might 1 ad to complete in-
action ana the nullification of progress. Basically a phil-
osophy of compassion and love, it is at the same time a
stern dialectic which emphasizes freedom of the will with
its entailing possibility of evil and the value of suffering
and sincere repentance as a spiritualizing and elevating
experience. Like all idealized concepts it is by its very
nature of non-resistance somewhat untenable in a highly mat-
erialistic and commercialistic world, however. The teach-
ings are directly based upon the passive concept of goodness
inculcated oy the Eastern Orthodox Church. It is simply a
literal interpretation of the Gospel teachings of Christ
applied to the everyday activities of life. The solution
which it offers of ’’turn the other cheek’ and "resist not
him who is evil is mingled in Dostoevsky's philosophy with
Russian messianisra, with hope in the humble peasant as the
springboard of salvation. This resulted, of course, in a
strong nationalism evidences of which are only too oovious
in Dostoevsky’s biased thinking.
The religious dialectic which took final shape in
%
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the words of Zossima had been shadowed forth in many of the
preceding works, however. As early as the short story, A
F aint Heart
,
Dostoevsky was already interested in the char-
acter whose outstanding trait is meekness. In the first ex-
amples of this type of character, Vasya Shurrikov and Smelyan
Ilyitch, we find merely certain of the most obvious charact-
eristics illustrated, an eternal sense of gratitude regard-
less of what misfortune the world may send, an absolute lack
of dualism, so that there is no will whatsoever to protest
against harsh circumstance, and, the final result of this
combination of traits, an almost self- sought suffering and
destruction. Colonel lostanev of The Friend of the Family
is sufficiently kin to these follt to be considered a typical
Meek. However, he does step markedly out of character in his
aberrational moment of self-assertion. As soon as £oma
Fomitch has been expelled through the unopened glass door,
however, there is a swift return to character in an attitude
of overwhelming repentance and self-reproach. But in judg-
ing this representative of the Meek we must remember that
the character development here is limited by the demands of
Comedy.
Vanya and Sonia I'armeladowa introduce the selfless
response of the Meek to love. The latter carries the earlier
fatalism of acceptance of suffering to its highest point of
complete abnegation of any expression of self, so that in her
utter devotion to the needs of another, in her self-denial
and humility she becomes the "spiritual sister" of Myshkin,
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and in her surrender of self to the fervour of religious
ecstasy she anticipates Zossima. Thus, this prostitute from
araont the 'insulted and injured" is in reality one of the
most positive of Dostoevsky’s artistic creations. In her own
person she exemplifies the Meek who see salvation in suffer-
ing.
Perhaps the most vitalized expression of Dostoevsky
idealized philosophy of love and humility is to be found in
the figure of Prince Myshkin. Drawing upon a then current
criminal trial for his original plan, Dostoevsky conceived
a story woven about an intensely dualistic girl and a sensu-
al! Stic, self-willed Idiot. Only traces of this plot a^e
found in the novel which finally appeared, however, an indi-
cation of Dostoevsky's own dualistic creative approach, for
the Idiot prince as he is developed in this melodramatic
novel of warring passions, The Idiot
,
becomes an embodiment
of the Christ- image as conceived in accordance with the pas-
sive concept of goodness of the Eastern Church. Myshkin is
not a reasoned Meek, as is the later Zossima but an instinct-
ively good man. In attempting to present perfection Dos-
toevsky foresaw and made provision for the artistic dangers
involved in this creation. Myshkin, enfeebled in body and
mind, almost incapable of any positive action, is himself one
of the weakest of G-od ' s creatures, but at the same time by
the radiant force of a spiritually beautiful and magnetically
attractive personality, he becomes a positive, though passive
force for good in the lives of others. His failings are
's
V
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perhaps as much an indication of the author’s own realization
of the frailties of his philosophy as a necessary artistic
limitation in presenting a morally perfect figure without
making him appear either distasteful, ridiculous, or unreal-
istic to the reader. The result, however, is a novel which
ends in futility and disintegration and which illustrates
the weakness, not strength, of Dostoevsky’s religious phil-
osophy of the power of humble love. As he was planning the
novel Dostoevsky did, of course, consider the possibility
of several so-called 'happy endings, ' but the Prince’s na-
ture is such that this type of conclusion would merely have
left an impression of impending disaster and would, there-
fore, have been no more positive. With Myshkin’s failure
all disintegrates- there is not even a faint light of future
hope in the closing pages. It appears that the Idiot must
be regarded as the product of a mind as yet uncertain, as
yet still searching for faith. The great and positive ex-
pression of a strong and powerful faith, the epic of sin and
regeneration, The Life of a Preat Sinner
,
Dostoevsky never
accomplished. This hosanna of faith" is merely foresha-
dowed in the brief pages of The Russian Monk.
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Abstract
Throughout his life Dostoevsky was searching for a
credo which might aid him in resolving his doubts. Because
of this we find indications of his developing religious
philosophy expressed continually in his works. There had
been the strong influence of Russian Orthodoxy in the boy's
early family life, but as he grew’ older this sensitive, deli-
cate child grew more and more introverted. The result was
that during his student days at Petrograd, he was led to seek
fellowship in books rather than in his school companions.
The particular readings which he chose brought him under the
influence of the French school of humanistic socialism, so
that it is believed that later as a young litterateur he vias
quite ready to go one step further and to accept the athe-
istic socialistic views of the radical Petrashevsky group.
In a strongly autocratic country like Czarist Russia this,
of course, led to his arrest and imprisonment. The years
spent in Siberia did not constitute a period of stagnation,
however, but were an extremely important influence on Dos-
toevsky's thinking and writing. It was there that the
"sacred disease" of epilepsy developed; there that he was
able to gain such insight into character complexities from
a study of his fellow prisoners; and, most important of all,
there that his spiritual regeneration began. Following his
return to Russia from imprisonment, money difficulties soon
€4
drove him into Western Europe for a period of self- enforced
exile from Russia. During this sojourn abroad all that was
most Russian in his nature was most strongly developed. He
came to believe in both the Eastern Orthodox Church and the
paternalistic, autocratic Czarist regime as the most perfect
for Tri s of church and state. This resulted in certain bigoted
views of both western Catholicism and western humanism which
left their stamp upon all his later work.
In the last and greatest of his novels, The Brothers
Karamazov, Dostoevsky gives in Cook VI, The ussian Monk
,
what he considered to be his most positive statement of his
religio-philosophic di a ^- sc; t-ic. Since his views are in es-
sence those of the Russian Orthodox Church, they are pre-
sented through the conversations of a Russian Elder, Zossi-
raa. hile this technique of presentation imposed a certain
limitation upon Dostoevsky's development of his own ideas,
it is, nevertheless, an important factor in lending an air
of innocent wisdom and tenability to views which are some-
what divorced from earthly reality. Starting with a view of
man as an immortal being of absolute value, Dostoevsky
preached the concept of freedom of the spirit as the most
priceless, though terrible, of gifts. This freedom, of
course, obviates the possibility of evil, and, therefore, or
injustice in the world. While the poet himself never com-
pletely resolved the problem of injustice even in his own
thinking, he did, nevertheless, arrive at a philosophy hav-
%
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ing as its central theme the belief in the power of humble
love and submissiveness as a force for world salvation. In
this view, of course, suffering, which teaches man suornis-
sion and humility, takes on a place of paramount value.
The Elder Zossima, through whose lips Dostoevsky
develops the points of his dialectic, is one of the greatest
of this author's Meek characters. Unlike the earlier repre-
sentatives of this type he is one whose philosophy of sub-
mission is reasoned, based upon actual experience of life,
for the early career of Zossima depicts him as a powerfully
dualistic individual. This division of characters into types
according to their predominating traits of duality, self-
will, or meekness, while it does not deny the complexity of
man’s nature, does permit much closer character analysis than
is otherwise possible. The first of these types to be devel-
oped was the Double, most realistic and truest to life. As
Dostoevsky studies him he becomes more and more a schizo-
phrenic possessing tv/o completely unrec oncilable natures.
The best-known representatives of this type in its varying
aspects include Raskolnikov in Crime and Punishment and the
brothers, Ivan and Dmitri in The Brothers l aramaizov . Most
of Dostoevsky’s women, torn by conflicting storms of love and
hate, also fall into this group.
This dualism may be resolved by the predominance
of any one of the elements of the Double. During his years
in Siberia Dostoevsky came into close contact with a crim-
Cl
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inal type of individual wheeled him to recognize the possi-
bility of a strong self-willed element completely motivating
the actions of a character. This self-willed man, seen in
Valkovski, Svidrigailov, and Verhovensky, seekb only the
gratification of his own desires. This leads him finally to
a man-God philosophy of which the logical conclusion is sui-
cide, or the attempt to assert self-definition by depriving
God of the power of life and death over man. At the same
time Dostoevsky's own idealism, which at last found expres-
sion in the conversations of Father Zossima led him to devel-
op a character type in which the elements of submission and
humility are dominant. In the early stages this character
is merely the world's rejected; in the later development, as
represented by Sonia Marmeladova, for example, it becomes a
positive force for goodness in the world. The philosophy
of the Meek, as opposed to that of the Self-Willed, is one
of utter submission and resignation to the will and spirit
of God.
Perhaps the most outstanding embodiment of this
spirit of loving humility which Dostoevsky presented is the
figure of Prince Myshkin, hero of The Idiot . In the creation
of this highly spiritualized character there are evidences of
Dostoevsky's own dualism, for Myshkin first took form as a
Self-Willed, rather than a Meek Character. The book was
written at a time when the author, self-exiled from his home-
land, was losing the last vestiges of his faith in social-
istic humanism and was turning once more to the teachings of
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Russian Orthodoxy. Thus, the Prince was conceived in ac-
cordance with the passive view of goodness inculcated by
this Church. The story, which ends in a torrent of futility,
while highly complex and involved with regard to the windings
of plot and subplot, is essentially a passion-torn tale re-
volving about the emotionally twisted relationships of four
people: Aglaia. Nastasya, Rogozhin, and Myshkin. Throughout
the book moves the figure of the Idiot Prince, actually out-
side of the circle of warring passions and yet at the same
time, the central motivating force in the lives of all the
others. Myshkin, the intuitively good man, has many literary
predecessors. Unlike the earlier truly good, however ,Don
Quixote, Dr. Pangloss, Mr. Pickwick), Myshkin is presented
in a tragic, not comic, vein. Some of the spiritualizing
elements of his nature were drawn from the folklore figure
of the inspired Idiot, but the most important influence in
forming the character of Myshkin is the traditional figure
of the gentle Christ. Mingled with the aspects of the saint,
there are the limitations of the idiot. In his attitude
to v ard sin and suffering., and in his utter self-abnegation
and submission of the will, Myshkin also embodies the char-
acteristics of the typical Meek.
He appears both as Dostoevsky’s spokesman and as thu
embodiment of his philosophy, but, in a world of earthly
values, he fails to make manifest the power of the thesis of
loving humility.
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